Low Water Cut Off  
Commercial Gas or Commercial Electric

Using the Guard Dog Model RB 120 by MsDonnell & Miller, see below for the installation and wiring supplement unique to Rheem’s “G” series commercial gas and “E” or “ES” series commercial electric water heaters.

**IMPORTANT:** Copper wire, suitable for a minimum of 75°F (24°C), must be used.

**Commercial Gas**

1. Install Guard Dog at “T” above the top of the water heater  
2. Remove Guard Dog Cover  
3. Open water heater control panel.  
4. Wire as indicated from the transformer.
Low Water Cut Off
Commercial Gas or Commercial Electric

Commercial Electric

1. Install Guard Dog at "T" above the top of the water heater
2. Remove Guard Dog Cover
3. Open water heater control panel.
4. Wire as indicated from the transformer.